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An experimental study of turbulent primary breakup at the free surface of plane liquid wall jets
along smooth walls in still air at normal temperature and pressure is described. The study seeks a
better understanding of spray formation processes in marine environments, such as in bow sheets.
The measurements involved initially nonturbulent annular liquid wall jets, to approximate plane
liquid wall jets, with the growth of a turbulent boundary layer along the wall initiated by a trip wire.
Pulsed shadowgraphy and holography were used to observe liquid surface properties as well as drop
sizes and velocities after turbulent primary breakup. Test conditions included several liquids~water,
glycerol mixtures and ethyl alcohol!, liquid/gas density ratios of 680–980, wall jet Reynolds
numbers of 17 000–840 000 and Weber numbers of 6 100–57 000, at conditions where direct
effects of liquid viscosity were small. Measurements included the following: location of the onset
of surface roughness, drop size and velocity distributions after breakup, flow properties at the onset
of breakup, and mean drop sizes and velocities after breakup. In general, the measurements were





















































An experimental investigation of the liquid surface a
drop formation properties of plane turbulent liquid wall je
along smooth walls in still air at normal temperature a
pressure~NTP! is described. This flow is important as
model of spray formation processes in marine environme
which affect the structure of both ship-generated and nat
waves. The main objectives were to study the propertie
liquid surfaces and sprays produced by turbulent liquid w
jets along smooth walls in still air, as follows: conditions f
transformation to roughened liquid surfaces, drop size
velocity distribution functions after breakup, the propert
~drop sizes and the location! of the onset of breakup, and th
evolution of drop sizes after breakup as a function of d
tance along the liquid surface.
In spite of the complexities, there is general agreem
about the qualitative features of spray formation for flo
processes such as chutes, spillways, plunge pools, hydr
jumps, bow sheets, open water waves and jets.1–3 The
mechanism involves the propagation of vorticity~ pically as
turbulence! to the liquid surface, followed by the appearan
of a turbulence-wrinkled interface between the liquid and
gas, and eventually by the formation of drops at the liq
surface~which will be called turbulent primary breakup i
the following!. The crucial role played by turbulence in suc
spray formation processes has been demonstrated by o
vations of turbulent and uniform nonturbulent liquid jets
still gases due to Wuet al.4 The turbulent liquid jets rapidly
a!Present address: Trane Co., LaCrosse, WI 54601.













developed wrinkled surfaces that subsequently broke up
form sprays. The properties of these sprays were strong fu
tions of the turbulence properties of the liquid as expec
for turbulent primary breakup processes but were relativ
independent of the density of the surrounding gas for liqu
gas density ratios,r f /rg.500; this behavior suggests sma
effects of aerodynamic forces at the liquid surface on sp
properties. In contrast, the uniform nonturbulent jets beha
similar to liquid cutting jets and maintained smooth surfac
with no evidence of breakup into a spray, within the regi
of observations.
The results of Wuet al.4 strongly suggest that the turbu
lence causing liquid surface roughness and turbulent prim
breakup in wall jets originates from liquid motion along th
wall. The process is sketched in Fig. 1 as it might be enco
tered for a ship-generated wall jet or bow sheet. The liq
flow along the wall then involves a relatively inconsequent
laminar boundary layer~for typical practical applications!,
followed by transition to a growing turbulent boundary laye
The onset of liquid surface roughness is thought to co
spond to conditions where the outer edge of the turbu
boundary layer approaches the liquid surface, however,
condition has not been quantified in terms of boundary la
properties during past studies.1–3 Subsequently, turbulent pri
mary breakup begins and evolves with increasing dista
along the surface of the turbulent wall jet. Earlier work co
sidering such turbulent primary breakup processes will
considered next.
Turbulent primary breakup has been recognized a
mechanism of spray atomization since the early studies of
Juhaszet al.5 and Lee and Spencer.6,7 In particular, these
studies showed that liquid turbulence properties at the jet




































































1148 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and Faethuid jets in still gases at NTP. Subsequently, Grant a
Middleman,8 Phinney,9 and McCarthy and Malloy,10 ob-
served that liquid jet stability and the onset of jet break
were affected by turbulence at the jet exit. Finally, Hoyt a
Taylor11,12 carried out a series of experiments with both c
flowing and counterflowing round gas/liquid jets at NTP, th
provided strong evidence that aerodynamic forces at the
uid surface did not have a large effect on turbulent prim
breakup, as discussed earlier.
More details about the properties of turbulent prima
breakup have been obtained during the recent studies of
et al.,13 Tsenget al.14 and Wu and co-workers.15–17 These
studies involved pulsed shadowgraphy and holography to
serve turbulent primary breakup of round free liquid jets
still gases with fully developed turbulent pipe flow at the
exit. The results showed that the drop properties after tur
lent primary breakup were related to the properties of
liquid-phase turbulence and yielded correlations for the on
and end of drop formation along the liquid surface as wel
the evolution of drop size and velocity distributions wi
distance along the surface. Observations of liquid jets
various gas environments also established that aerodyn
effects at the liquid surface did not affect turbulent prima
breakup properties for large liquid/gas density ratios,
noted earlier.
The objective of the present investigation was to exte
the studies of turbulent primary breakup for round free liqu
jets in still gases,13–17 to consider the same properties f
plane liquid wall jets along smooth surfaces in still gas
using similar methods. The main issue was to resolve
effect of the fundamentally different turbulence properties
these two flows~a developing plane turbulent wall jet a
opposed to a decaying round turbulent free jet! on the ap-
pearance of a roughened liquid surface and the outcom
turbulent primary breakup. A preliminary report of the stud
emphasizing flow visualization and the onset of a roughe
liquid surface and of turbulent primary breakup, using sm
aspect ratio annular liquid wall jets to approximate the pr
erties of plane liquid wall jets, is presented by Daiet al.19
The present paper provides more extensive results fo
broader range of aspect ratios~better approximating plane
liquid wall jets! and flow properties as well as informatio
about drop size and velocity distributions and the evolut
of mean drop sizes and velocities along the liquid surfa
Similar to earlier work,13–18 phenomenological analyse




























were used to help interpret and correlate the new meas
ments.
The paper begins with consideration of experimen
methods. Results are then described, treating flow visua
tion, surface velocities, onset of surface roughness, drop
and velocity distributions after turbulent primary breaku
mean and fluctuating drop velocities after turbulent prima
breakup, the onset of turbulent primary breakup and
variation of drop sizes after turbulent primary breakup w
distance along the surface, in turn.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Apparatus
A sketch of the apparatus used to measure the prope
of turbulent primary breakup in plane wall jets appears
Fig. 2. All components of the apparatus in contact with t
test liquids were fabricated from type 304 stainless steel.
test liquid was placed within a cylindrical test chamber th
had a round sharp-edged~Borda! orifice at its bottom. Com-
bined with a round rod passing down the axis of the t
chamber, this arrangement provided an initially nonturbul
annular wall jet along the rod, in much the same manner
Wu et al.4 used Borda orifices to generate nonturbule
round liquid jets. This chamber was partially filled with liq
uid while using an annular cork in the Borda orifice passa
to prevent premature liquid outflow. The liquid was the
forced through the orifice, ejecting the cork down the rod
the start of flow, by admitting high-pressure air to the top
the test chamber through a solenoid-actuated valve; a b
near the air inlet prevented undesirable aeration of the liq
The solenoid valve was closed at the end of liquid delive
so that the test chamber could be vented to the ambient p
sure. The annular cork was then replaced so that the sys
could be refilled with liquid for the next test.
FIG. 2. Sketch of test apparatus for measurements of turbulent prim































































































1149Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and FaethThe high pressure air was obtained from laboratory s
plies and was stored in a 0.12 m3 air accumulator at pres
sures up to 1.4 MPa prior to a test. Two different test cha
bers were used having inside diameters of 50 and 165
and lengths of 150 and 305 mm, respectively. The small
large chambers used rod diameters,D rod, of 6.4 and 50.8
mm, respectively, in order to evaluate effects of wall jet
pect ratio. Borda orifices of various diameters were used w
these rods to provide orifice annulus widths,b, of 2.3, 3.8,
4.3, and 7.0 mm. Injection was vertically downward with t
liquid captured in a baffled tub in order to prevent dro
from splashing back up into the test area and obscuring
measurements. The entire test chamber and rod asse
could be moved vertically, with a accuracy of 0.5 mm,
order to accommodate rigidly-mounted optical instrumen
tion.
The growth of a turbulent boundary layer along the w
~the rod! was initiated using a trip wire so that this positio
could be located accurately. The trip wires had diametersk,
in the range 0.1–0.5 mm so thatk/b,10%. The laminar
boundary layer thickness at the location of the trip wire w
also estimated to be less than 10% of the annulus thickn
By maintaining these two conditions, separation of the w
jet from the rod due to the presence of the trip wire w
avoided. It was also necessary to provide large enough
ues ofu* k/n f , whereu* is the friction velocity andn f is the
kinematic viscosity of the liquid, to insure that transition to
turbulent boundary layer actually occurred at the trip wi
this issue will be discussed in more detail later.
Flow development times for the present wall jets we
relatively short, 6–70 ms; therefore, relatively short injecti
times of 100–400 ms were adequate. In addition, pres
optical methods required times less than 0.1 ms for trigg
ing and data acquisition and did not impose any limitatio
on flow times. Jet velocities were calibrated in terms of
pressure drop across the Borda orifice by measuring liq
surface velocities from double-pulse shadowgraphs.
B. Instrumentation
Instrumentation consisted of single and double-pu
shadowgraphy and holography. Arrangements and meth
will be described only briefly because they are similar to p
work, see Refs. 15–17. The light sources for both syste
were frequency doubled YAG lasers~Spectra Physics Mode
GCR-130, 532 nm wavelength, 7 ns pulse duration, and u
300 mJ per pulse! that could be controlled to provide puls
separations as small as 100 ns~pulse separations were me
sured with a digital oscilloscope!. Pulsed shadowgraphy wa
used to measure flow properties extending up to a point
beyond the onset of breakup where drop concentrations w
relatively small. The laser beams were expanded to provi
40 mm diameter collimated beam that passed through
region being observed. The shadowgraphs were recorde
ing a 1003125 mm film format at magnifications of 2–7
with the camera focused at the median plane of the ann
wall jet. These photographs were obtained with an op
camera shutter under darkroom conditions so that the fl



































were short enough to stop liquid surface and drop moti
The use of different pulse strengths allowed directional a
biguity to be resolved due to the different contrast of t
initial and final pulses. Data was obtained from the pho
graphs by mounting them on a computer controlledx–y tra-
versing system~having a 1mm resolution! and observing the
images with an MTI Model 65 video camera.
An off-axis holographic arrangement was used with o
tical penetration properties improved by reducing the dia
eter of the object beam through the flow by 3:1 and sub
quently expanding it back to the size of the 100 mm diame
reference beam when the two beams were optically mixe
create the hologram. The present arrangement allowed d
as small as 5mm diameter to be observed and as small as
mm to be measured with 10% accuracy. The holograms w
reconstructed using a 35 mW HeNe laser with the laser be
collimated at a 50 mm diameter and passed through the
logram to provide a real image of the spray. Analysis of t
hologram images was the same as the shadowgraphs e
that x–y traversing of the hologram was supplemented bz
traversing~with 5 mm resolution! of the video camera to
allow for the three-dimensional nature of hologram reco
struction.
Methods of data reduction involved human-aided m
surements of drop properties were the same as Wu
co-workers.15–17 Experimental uncertainties were evaluat
using standard statistical methods, see Refs. 15–17 for
details. Irregular drops were assumed to be ellipsoids
were assigned diameters,d, equal to the diameter of a sphe
having the same volume as the ellipsoid. Experimental
certainties due to this definition of drop diameters are di
cult to quantify; otherwise, experimental uncertainties~95%
confidence! of individual drop diameter measurements a
less than 10% for drop diameters larger than 10mm ~which
comprised most of the present measurements!. Measure-
ments of mass median, MMD, and Sauter mean, SMD,
ameters were obtained by summing over 40–400 object
each condition to obtain experimental uncertainties~95%
confidence! less than 15%, mainly dominated by samplin
limitations ~note that the SMD is the diameter of a dro
having the same surface-area/volume ratio as the spray
whole!.
Measurements of drop velocities were based on the
tion of the centroid of the drops for the measured time per
of the double pulses while summing over 40–250 objects
find mass-averaged mean and fluctuating streamwise,ũ, ũ9
and cross-stream,ṽ, ṽ9 velocities. Experimental uncertain
ties ~95% confidence! of mass-averaged velocities we
dominated by sampling limitations and are estimated as
lows: streamwise mean velocities less than 10%, streamw
and cross-stream velocity fluctuations less than 20%
cross-stream mean velocities less than 20%. Finally, m
surements of the locations of the onset of surface roughn
and the onset of turbulent primary breakup were obtained
the average of 10 experiments; the experimental uncert
ties~95% confidence! of these determinations were relative






























































1150 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and FaethC. Test conditions
Test conditions are summarized in Table I. Test liqu
included water, glycerol mixtures~21%, 42%, and 63% glyc
erin by mass! and ethyl alcohol with air at NTP as the am
bient gas. This provided values ofr f /rg of 680–980, liquid
viscosities,m f , in the range 0.0009–0.010 kg/m s and valu
of the surface tension,s, in the range 0.022–0.071 N/m
Liquid properties just prior to the onset of a roughened liq
surface included normalized wall jet heights,bf r /b, of 0.6–
0.7 and average liquid surface velocities,ūsr of 15–47 m/s.
For purposes of normalization, the hydraulic diameter,D, of
the wall jets were based on the wall jet height, as follow
D/bf r54~11bf r /D rod!. ~1!
Characteristic Reynolds, RefD , Weber, Wef D and Ohnesorge
Ohf D , numbers based on liquid properties and the hydra
diameter, are defined in Table I. Values of RefD are in the
range 17 000–840 000, which provides the reasonably tu
lent wall jet conditions needed for turbulent prima
breakup,4 with the larger values approaching conditions re
resentative of practical bow sheets. On the other hand, va
of Ohf D are relatively small, in the range 0.001–0.01
which implies relatively small direct effects of liquid visco
ity on turbulent primary breakup; such behavior is also r
resentative of most bow sheets encountered in practice.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Flow visualization
The qualitative behavior of the onset of a roughen
liquid surface, the subsequent development of liquid surf
distortions, the properties of the onset of turbulent prim
breakup, and the subsequent development of the brea
process along the liquid surface, can be seen in the pu
shadowgraph photograph of Fig. 3. This test condition
volves a 63% glycerol mixture with an annulus width of 2
mm, a rod diameter of 6.4 mm andūsr517.3 m/s, which
implies RefD5179 000, Wef D550 000, and Ohf D50.013.
The trip wire was located slightly above the top of the le
TABLE I. Summary of test conditions.a
Parameter Range
b ~mm! 2.3, 3.8, 4.3 and 7.0
D rod ~mm! 6.4 and 50.8
Liquidsb water, glycerols, ethyl alcoho
r f /rg 680–980
m f ~kg/m s! 0.0009–0.010
s ~N/m! 0.022–0.071
bf r /b 0.6–0.7
ūsr ~m/s! 15–47
RefD(rfūsrD/mf) 17 000–840 000
Wef D(r f ūsr
2 D/s) 6100–57 000
Ohf D(m f /(r fDs)
1/2) 0.001–0.013
aLiquid wall jet in air at 98.7 kPa and 29462 K. Properties of air:rg
51.18 kg/m3 andmg518.5310
26 kg/m s.















most shadowgraph, with progressively increasing distan
x, from the trip wire proceeding from top-to-bottom and le
to-right as noted below the images.
The capability of the sharp-edged Borda orifice to ge
erate a turbulence-free initial flow is evident from the smoo
liquid surface of the flow for some distance downstream
the trip wire seen in Fig. 3. For these conditions, the bou
ary layer along the wall is laminar prior to reaching the tr
wire, with growth of a turbulent boundary layer beginnin
along the wall at the location of the trip wire.
The liquid surface in Fig. 3 remains smooth for a time
distance increases past the location of the trip wire. The
set of surface roughness is finally observed, however, tow
the bottom of the left-most shadowgraph. Once liquid s
face roughness appears, both the degree of surface rough
and the size of surface roughness elements increase wit
creasing streamwise distance from the trip wire. The rou
ness elements eventually become surprisingly long, as l
ments protruding from the liquid surface. These ligame
eventually break up at their tips, however, to form drops
the onset of turbulent primary breakup. Subsequent incre
of distance into the turbulent primary breakup region yie
progressively increasing ligament diameters, ligam
lengths, and drop sizes after turbulent primary break
These trends are very similar to past observations of tur
lent primary breakup for round liquid jets in still gases
conditions where effects of aerodynamic forces at the liq
surface are small.15–17
B. Surface velocities
The present wall jets are in a uniform pressure field
jacent to a still gas. As a result, wall jet velocities tend
decay due to flow resistance at both the wall and the g
liquid interface. Thus, measurements of the mean surf
velocities of the wall jets were undertaken as a function
distance along the surface, in order to help define wall
flow properties.
Typical measurements of wall jet surface velocities a
plotted in Fig. 4. These test conditions consisted of wa
wall jets withD rod550.8 mm andb53.8 mm. Values of the
mean surface velocity,ūs , normalized by the mean surfac
velocity at the onset of surface roughness,ūsr , are plotted as
a function of streamwise distance from the mean location
FIG. 3. Pulsed shadowgraphs of the turbulent primary breakup process
plane wall jet: glycerol ~63%!, b52.3 mm, D rod56.4 mm and ūsr
























































1151Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and Faeththe onset of surface roughness, normalized by the hydra
diameter, (x2 x̄r)/D. Measurements are shown for thre
strongly turbulent wall jets having characteristic Reyno
numbers in the range 200 000–460 000. The variation
ūs /ūsr with normalized distance is similar for all three flow
yielding roughly a 10% reduction of the surface veloc
over a streamwise distance of 100 hydraulic diamet
Based on the definition ofD provided by Eq.~1!, this im-
plies only a 10% reduction of mean surface velocities
streamwise distances of up to roughly 400 wall jet heigh
Thus, decay of velocities is not significant for the pres
wall jets andūsr will be used to represent wall jet velocitie
One exception to this practice will be the use of local me
surface velocities to normalize drop velocities after turbul
primary breakup, in order to assess relationships betw
drop and liquid surface velocities more precisely.
C. Onset of surface roughness
As discussed in connection with Fig. 2, the onset of s
face roughness is thought to occur when the thickness
growing boundary layer along the wall becomes compara
to the thickness of the wall jet. This hypothesis was explo
for three cases by Dai and Faeth:18 ~1! an untripped laminar
boundary layer reaches the surface first,~2! an untripped
laminar boundary layer makes the transition to a turbul
boundary layer which reaches the surface first, and~3! a
tripped turbulent boundary layer reaches the surface fi
Only the last condition proved to be relevant for the pres
tripped boundary layers at relatively large Reynolds num
conditions; therefore, the following discussion will be lim
ited to this case. For these considerations, boundary l
development within the wall jet will be simplified conside
ably, as follows: Effects of the free surface on bounda
layer growth will be ignored, variations of wall jet velocitie
and thickness will be ignored, justified by the results d
FIG. 4. Variation of liquid surface velocity with distance from the onset





















cussed in connection with Fig. 4; aerodynamic effects will
ignored, as discussed earlier; the wall surface will be
sumed to be smooth, which is a condition of the pres
experiments; liquid properties will be assumed to be c
stant, which is appropriate for the present experiments;
turbulent boundary layer growth is initiated by the trip wir
where it is assumed that the boundary layer thicknessd
50 at x50. In the following, d will be taken to be the
cross-stream position where the streamwise mean velo
reaches 99% ofūsr . Then, the condition where the oute
edge of the turbulent boundary layer begins to interact w
the wall jet is given bybf r5Crd at x5 x̄r , whereCr is an
empirical constant to account for the fact thatd is only a
measure of the boundary layer thickness, etc. Finally, i
assumed that growth of the turbulent boundary layer can
based on Schlichting,19 assuming a 1/7th velocity distribu
tion power law, which is reasonable for the present range
Reynolds numbers. Given these results, the expression
the streamwise distance where the turbulent boundary la
begins to interact with the liquid surface becomes
x̄r /D53.46~Crbf r /D !
5/4 Ref D
1/4, ~2!
wherebf r /D is given by Eq.~1!.
Present measurements ofx̄r are plotted as suggested b
Eq. ~2! in Fig. 5, considering results for various test liquid
over the available range of test conditions. Several pre
ions ~correlations! are also shown on the plot, as follow
predictions for an untripped boundary layer involving tran
tion from laminar to turbulent flow withCr51 andD/bf r
54 from Dai and Faeth,18 predictions for a turbulent bound
ary layer from Eq.~2! with Cr51 andD/bf r54, and a best-
fit correlation for a tripped turbulent boundary layer from E
~2! based on the present measurements. The two theore
predictions are shown for illustrative purposes only; in p















































1152 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and Faethticular, the laminar/turbulent correlation is not representat
of present test conditions where a trip wire is used to cre
an initially turbulent boundary layer atx50. The prediction
for a tripped turbulent boundary layer withCr51 also sig-
nificantly overestimatesx̄r /D, which suggests that disturbe
surfaces appear when the turbulent boundary layer thick
is not a large fraction of the wall jet thickness. This behav
will be quantified next.
The correlation of present measurements appearin
Fig. 5, based on Eq.~2!, is as follows:
x̄r /D50.061 Ref D
1/4, Ref D.30 000, ~3!
where the criterion RefD.30 000 for the onset of effects as
sociated with fully turbulent wall jets is very similar to th
analogous criterion of Wuet al.4 for fully turbulent free jets.
When RefD,30 000, x̄r /D increases from the estimates
Eq. ~3!, due to effects of poorly developed turbulence in t
boundary layer along the wall. The correlation of Eq.~3!
corresponds toCr50.2 in Eq.~2! which is on the order of
unity as anticipated for an empirical parameter of this ty
This result also suggests that the present surface disturba
appear at distances well beyond the region typically assu
to involve turbulent wall boundary layer flows, e.g.,
d/bf r50.2. It is also very helpful to note that the correlatio
of Eq. ~1!, based on the hydraulic diameter, is effective
aspect ratios in the rangeD rod/b51.5– 13.4.
In addition to RefD , the height of the trip wire influenced
the onset of a roughened liquid surface. This effect was c
related following Ref. 18, based on the wire diameter and
friction velocity, u* , where19
u* 5~twk /r f !
1/2 ~4!
and the wall shear stress at the trip wire location,twk , is
given by
twk /~r f ūsr
2 !50.332/Ref k , ~5!
where Refk5ūsrx̄k /nf is the characteristic Reynolds numb
based on liquid properties and the streamwise distance,x̄k ,
between the Borda orifice and the trip wire.
Present measurements of the effect of trip wire Reyno
numbers onx̄r are plotted in Fig. 6. The coordinates of th
plot have been selected based on Eq.~3!, where
x̄r /(D RefD
1/4) should be a constant based on present meas
ments of the onset of surface roughness for a tripped tu
lent boundary layer developing along the wall; this corre
tion is also illustrated on the figure. Aside from one outl
for a water wall jet at the lowest trip wire Reynolds numb
considered for this liquid, the results of Fig. 6 suggest lit
effect of trip wire properties foru* k/n f.50. At smaller val-
ues ofu* k/n f , however,x̄r progressively increases as th
trip wire Reynolds number decreases because the wire
turbance becomes too weak to initiate a fully turbulent w
boundary layer.
D. Drop size distributions
Typical measurements of drop size distributions af
turbulent primary breakup are illustrated in Fig. 7. The






















numbers and distances after the onset of turbulent prim
breakup, but they are representative of behavior over
present test range. The results are plotted to test whether
satisfy the universal root normal distribution function wi
MMD/SMD51.2 which Simmons20 has shown is reasonabl
effective for correlating the drop size distributions of prac
cal sprays. The present results clearly do satisfy the unive
root normal distribution function, similar to a variety o
primary13–17 and secondary21,22 breakup processes. The ro
normal distribution function has only two moments; ther
fore, taking the best estimate of MMD/SMD51.2 implies
FIG. 6. Influence of trip wire properties on the onset of surface roughn
for plane wall jets.
FIG. 7. Distribution of drop diameters after turbulent primary breakup at






























































1153Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and Faeththat the entire drop size distribution function is known if o
other moment, e.g., the SMD, is known. Thus, this prope
of the root normal distribution function will be exploited i
the following with drop sizes characterized by the SM
alone for turbulent primary breakup of plane wall jets simi
to results of earlier studies of turbulent primary breakup
round free jets.15
E. Drop velocity distributions
Present measurements of drop velocity distributions a
turbulent primary breakup for plane turbulent liquid wall je
are plotted in Fig. 8. The results shown includeū/ūs and
v̄/ūs as a function ofd/SMD. Ten drop size groups ar
considered with the velocities of 10–30 drops in each s
group averaged to obtain the mean velocities plotted in
figure. It is evident that the results of Fig. 8 are represen
reasonably well by universal distribution functions, as f
lows:
ū/ūs50.92, v̄/ūs50.049, 0.08<d/SMD<1.6 ~6!
with standard deviations of the constants on the right-h
sides of Eqs.~6! of 7% and 12%, respectively. Noting tha
cross-stream mean velocities in turbulent jets typically
comparable to velocity fluctuations,23 the results of Eqs.~6!
suggest that the streamwise and cross-stream drop velo
after turbulent primary breakup for plane wall jets are co
parable to mean and fluctuating velocities in the liquid pha
which is similar to earlier findings for turbulent primar
breakup for round free jets.15–17
FIG. 8. Distribution of drop velocities after turbulent primary breakup at














Moments of mean and fluctuating drop velocities will b
considered next in order to help define the dynamics of
bulent primary breakup before considering the relevant m
ment of drop sizes, e.g., the SMD. Present measuremen
drop velocities after turbulent primary breakup includ
mean and fluctuating mass-averaged streamwise and c
stream velocities after turbulent primary breakup at vario
positions along the surface of a plane wall jet. The range
the measurements can be best stated in terms of the str
wise distance variable measured from the onset of a rou
ened surface, normalized by the radial integral scale,L, and
the Weber number based on this scale, Wef L5r f ūrs
2 L/s, of
the wall jet. This choice of streamwise distance was made
consistency with results for the variation of SMD along t
liquid surface to be discussed later, where (x2 x̄r)/
(LWef L
1/2) will prove to be the ‘‘natural’’ streamwise distanc
variable. Analogous to earlier work for round turbule
jets,15–17 the streamwise integral length scale is taken to
equal to 4L while L5D/8 based on Laufer’s measuremen
of the properties of fully developed turbulent pipe flow, s
Hinze23 and references cited therein. It was found that
components and moments of drop velocities after turbu
primary breakup are fixed fractions of local mean streamw
velocities at the liquid surface, independent of position alo
the surface. This behavior is similar to earlier observations
mean drop velocities after turbulent primary breakup
round turbulent liquid jets due to Wu and co-workers.15–17
The correlations of this behavior for mass-averaged m
velocities are as follows:
ũ/ūs50.95, ṽ/ūs50.037 ~7!
with standard deviations of 2% and 38%, respectively. T
corresponding correlations for mass-averaged fluctuating
locities are
ũ 9/ūs50.056, ṽ 9/ūs50.020 ~8!
with standard deviations of 23% and 20%, respective
These results were obtained for (x– x̄r)/(LWef L
1/2) in the
range 0.15–10. The values of the moments of mass-aver
mean velocities of Eqs.~7! differ slightly from the results of
the individual mean drop velocity distributions of Eqs.~6!,
while they should be the same because the velocity distr
tion functions are uniform. This result is reasonable, ho
ver, because the differences are well within present exp
mental uncertainties. Finally, the results of Eqs.~7! and ~8!
are reasonably consistent with past findings concerning d
velocities after turbulent primary breakup for round free je
where the mean streamwise velocities of the drops w
comparable to the mean streamwise velocities at the liq
surface, while mean cross-stream velocities and all com
nents of velocity fluctuations of the drops were compara
to velocity fluctuations at the liquid surface.15–17
G. Onset of breakup
Approximate analysis to find the properties of the on
of turbulent primary breakup was carried out for the pla


























































1154 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and Faeththe onset of turbulent primary breakup for round free je
Thus, the process is assumed to involve the formation o
drop from a turbulent eddy near the liquid surface havin
characteristic dimension,l and a characteristic cross-strea
velocity relative to the surrounding liquid ofv l . The onset of
turbulent primary breakup occurs after the onset of a rou
ened liquid surface; therefore, the wall jet is reasonably
bulent at the onset of turbulent primary breakup so that
turbulence properties of the wall jet can be taken to be
same as a fully developed turbulent pipe flow having
same hydraulic diameter and RefD .
19,23 Other assumptions
were the same as the analysis for the onset of a rough
liquid surface, as follows: Values of the mean streamw
velocity and the thickness of the wall jet were assumed to
constant atūsr andbf r , respectively; all other physical prop
erties were assumed to be constant; and aerodynamic ef
at the liquid surface and during the primary breakup proc
are assumed to be small. Thus, the eddy was assume
convect along the surface in the streamwise direction at
local mean velocity,ūsr , while the drop formed by the edd
was assumed to have a diameter comparable to.
The drops formed at the onset of turbulent prima
breakup are the smallest drops that can be formed by
mechanism based on both shadowgraph observations
time-scale considerations. The smallest drops that can
formed by turbulent primary breakup, however, are eit
comparable to the smallest scale of the turbulence~th Kol-
mogorov microscale! or to the smallest eddy that has suf
cient kinetic energy relative to its immediate surroundings
provide the surface energy needed to form a drop, whiche
is larger. The Kolgomorov length scale,l K , for fully devel-
oped turbulent pipe flow can be estimated as follows:24
l K54L/~4Lūrs /n f !
3/4, ~9!
where the streamwise integral length scale has been take
be equal to 4L, as noted earlier. For present conditions,l K is
smaller than 10mm which is much smaller than the smalle
drops that were observed at the onset of turbulent prim
breakup. Thus, the following analysis will only consider e
ergy requirements to find drop properties at the onset of
bulent primary breakup.
The energy criterion for the smallest drop that can
formed by turbulent primary breakup, which defines con
tions at the onset of turbulent primary breakup, is found
equating the kinetic energy of an eddy of characteristic s
l i , and velocity,v l i , relative to its surroundings, to the su
face energy required to form a drop of comparable size
follows:




Only a crude proportionality is implied by Eq.~10! due to
effects of irregular drop shapes, nonuniform velocities with
the eddy and the efficiency of conversion of kinetic ene
into surface energy. The largest eddy length scales are so
what larger thanL, while L corresponds to the largest dro
diameter observed during the present investigation. Furt


































is reasonable to assume thatl i is within the inertial range of
the turbulence spectrum, wherel i and v l i are related, as
follows:24
v l i ; v̄sr8 ~ l i /L!
1/3. ~11!
Variations of turbulence properties within the liquid are i
nored when using Eq.~11!, similar to earlier consideration
of turbulent primary breakup for round free jets.15–17Substi-
tuting Eq.~11! into Eq.~10!, setting SMDi; l i and assuming
that wall jet turbulence properties can be approximated
the properties of fully developed turbulent pipe flow having
mean streamwise velocity, diameter and Reynolds numbe
ūsr , D and RefD , the expression for SMDi becomes
SMDi /L5Csi~ ūsr / v̄sr8 !
6/5Wef L
23/5, ~12!
where Csi is an empirical constant of order unity that in
volves the various constants of proportionality of the ana
sis. For fully developed turbulent pipe flow,v̄sr8 /ūsr is a con-
stant; therefore, SMDi /L should only be a function of Wef L
for the present test conditions.
The present measurements of SMDi for plane wall jets
are plotted in terms of the variables of Eq.~12! in Fig. 9,
along with an earlier correlation measured by Wu a
Faeth15 for round free jets. The correlation of the prese
measurements for plane wall jets in these coordinates is
within the scatter anticipated based on experimental un
tainties. It is also helpful that the present broad range
aspect ratios correlate in the same manner in terms ofL ~and
thus the hydraulic diameterD!. The present correlation o
SMDi for the wall jets yields the following empirical fit tha
is shown on the plot:
SMDi /L5109 Wef L
20.61. ~13!
FIG. 9. SMD at the onset of turbulent primary breakup at the free surfac




















































1155Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and FaethThe standard deviations of the coefficient and power of
~13! are 15% and 8%, respectively, while the correlation
efficient of the fit is 0.89. The differences among the pow
of the best fit of the data,20.61, the power predicted by th
simplified theoretical result in Eq.~12!, 20.60 and the ear-
lier correlation for round free jets,15 20.74 are not statisti-
cally significant. The coefficient of Eq.~13! is relatively
large but this is expected from Eq.~12! because (ūsr / v̄sr8 )
6/5
is relatively large; therefore,Csi is of order unity as antici-
pated for an empirical parameter of this type. Finally, t
present correlation for wall jets gives values of SMDi that
are of the same order of magnitude but larger than the ea
results for round free jets at comparable conditions. Nev
theless, differences of this magnitude might be anticipa
due to the different turbulence states of these flows and w
concepts of hydraulic diameters are used to estimate inte
scales of turbulence and to compare findings for plane w
jets and round free jets.
The position of the onset of turbulent primary break
for plane wall jets was also found similar to the earlier stu
of round free jets. It was assumed that the eddy that fo
the drops at the onset of turbulent primary breakup conv
along the liquid surface with a streamwise velocityūsr for a
time t i required for an eddy having characteristic sizel i to
form a drop. There are several characteristic breakup ti
that could be used to estimatei as discussed by Wu an
Faeth;15,16 based on these considerations, the Rayle
breakup time was chosen for the present analysis. Thus
noring effects of liquid viscosity on the Rayleigh break
time, which would be required at larger Ohnesorge num
conditions as discussed by Weber,25 the expression fort i
becomes15
t i;~r f l i
3/s!1/2. ~14!
This breakup time comes about as a result of interacti
between inertial and surface tension forces so that it is in
pendent ofv l i . The distance required for the onset of turb
lent primary breakup is measured relative to the onse
surface roughness, as follows:
x̄i2 x̄r;ūsrt i . ~15!
An expression forx̄i2 x̄r is then found by substituting Eq
~14! into Eq. ~15! and letting SMDi; l i , as follows:
~ x̄i2 x̄r !/L;~SMDi /L!
3/2Wef L
1/2. ~16!
Finally, eliminating SMDi from Eq. ~16!, using Eq.~12!,
yields an expression for the location of the onset of turbul
primary breakup, as follows:
~ x̄i2 x̄r !/L5Cxi~ ūsr / v̄sr8 !
9/5Wef L
20.4, ~17!
whereCxi is the constant of proportionality of order of ma
nitude unity whilev̄sr8 /ūsr is a constant for fully developed
plane turbulent wall jets.
Present measurements ofx̄i2 x̄r are plotted in terms of
the variables of Eq.~17! in Fig. 10, along with the earlie
correlation ofx̄i /L found by Wuet al.
15 for round free jets
~note thatx̄r'0 for round free jets!. The correlation of the
present measurements in these coordinates is similar to























expected based on experimental uncertainties. The powe
Wef L for the present data correlation is not20.4 as sug-
gested by Eq.~17!, however, and can be represented be
by the following empirical fit that is shown on the plot:
~ x̄i2 x̄r !/L57100 Wef L
20.54. ~18!
The standard deviations of the coefficient and power of
~18! are 35% and 19%, respectively, while the correlati
coefficient of the fit is 0.57. The present power of Wef L ,
20.54, falls between the power predicted by the theoret
result in Eq.~17!, 20.4, and the earlier correlation for roun
free jets,15 20.67, but these differences are not statistica
significant due to the scatter of the data. As before, the la
value of the coefficient on the RHS of Eq.~18! can be an-
ticipated from Eq.~17! because (ūsr / v̄sr8 )
9/5 is large for typi-
cal turbulent pipe flows
H. Drop sizes
The approach used to find an expression for the varia
of SMD with distance from the onset of roughness was si
lar to the method used to findx̄i2 x̄r . First of all, it is rea-
sonable to assume that drops near the liquid surface h
been formed recently by primary breakup because they h
relatively large cross-stream velocities independent of s
see Eqs.~6! and ~7!. It is also reasonable to assume that t
SMD is dominated by the largest drops in the drop size d
tribution so that the SMD is proportional to the largest dr
that can be formed at a particular position. Then, neglec
variations of wall jet velocities, as before, (x2 x̄r);ūsrt
where the breakup time,t is a function of the SMD. Finally,
adopting the Rayleigh breakup mechanism and lett
SMD; l , as before, a procedure similar to the derivation
FIG. 10. Length to initiate turbulent primary breakup at the free surface
































































1156 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and FaethEq. ~16! yields the following expression for the variation o
SMD with distance from the onset of surface roughness:
SMD/L5Csx~~x2 x̄r !/~LWef L
1/2!!2/3, ~19!
whereCsx is a constant of proportionality that should be
the order of unity. The approach used to derive Eq.~16! was
essentially the same as the approach used to relate (x̄i2 x̄r)
and SMDi and should yield the same result; comparing E
~16! and ~19! demonstrates that this is properly the case.
The present measurements of SMD for plane wall j
are plotted in terms of the variables of Eq.~19! in Fig. 11,
along with the earlier correlation measured by Wuet al.15 for
round free jets. The correlation of the present measurem
for plane wall jets in these coordinates is well within t
scatter anticipated based on experimental uncertainties
before, it is helpful that aspect ratios ofD rod/bf r in the range
1.5– 13.4 correlate in an identical manner in terms of a ra
integral scale,L, found from hydraulic diameter concept
The present best fit correlation for the variation of SMD w
distance for plane wall jets becomes
SMD/L50.51~~x2 x̄r !/~LWef L
1/2!!0.48. ~20!
The standard deviations of the coefficient and power of
~20! are 24% and 6%, respectively, and the correlation co
ficient of the fit is 0.88. The differences among the power
the best fit of the data, 0.48, the power predicted by
simplified theoretical result in Eq.~19!, 0.67, and the earlie
correlation for round free jets,15 0.67, are statistically signifi-
cant. These differences are not large, however, in view of
different turbulent states of decaying free round turbul
free jets and developing plane turbulent wall jets. Finally,
coefficient of Eq.~20!, Csx , is on the order of unity as ex
pected because there is no term proportional toūsr / v̄sr8
FIG. 11. SMD after turbulent primary breakup at the free surface of pl












which becomes large in this case. Taken together, the
that Csi , Cxi andCsa all had reasonable magnitudes, on t
order of unity, while large values of the coefficients on t
RHS of the correlation expressions were properly associa
with the ratio of ūsr / v̄sr8 to some power, which generate
large numbers, helps support the physical ideas that were
basis of the various expressions used to interpret and co
late the present measurements.
It should be noted that increasing distance will even
ally yield a condition where the SMD approachesL accord-
ing to either Eq.~20! or the result plotted in Fig. 11. This
condition causes two types of behavior for round free je
~1! breakup of the entire liquid column at conditions simil
to those observed by Grant and Middleman,8 for round tur-
bulent free jets in still gases, and~2! transition to the large-
eddy subrange of the three-dimensional turbulent ene
spectrum leading to termination of turbulent primary break
along the liquid surface, similar to behavior observed by W
and Faeth.17 The corresponding behavior for plane wall je
is not known and clearly merits attention in the future.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The properties of the liquid surface, and of drop siz
after turbulent primary breakup along the liquid surfac
were measured for plane liquid wall jets along smooth wa
in still air at normal temperature and pressure. Experime
conditions included water, various glycerol mixtures a
ethyl alcohol wall jets havingr f /rg5680– 980, RefD
517 000– 840 000, Wef D56100– 57 000 and Ohf D
50.001– 0.013, the last implying conditions where direct
fects of liquid viscosity are small. The major conclusions
the study are as follows:
~1! The presence of roughness at the liquid surface, and
bulent primary breakup along the liquid surface, we
caused by turbulence due to liquid motion past the w
while direct effects of aerodynamic forces at the liqu
surface were small, for present conditions.
~2! Transition to a roughened liquid surface occurred wh
the outer edge of the turbulent boundary layer devel
ing along the wall approached the liquid surface. F
present conditions, where turbulent boundary lay
growth was initiated by a trip wire, distances to the on
of a roughened liquid surface could be correlated by
turbulent boundary layer thickness expression
Schlichting.19
~3! Drop sizes after turbulent primary breakup satisfied
universal root normal distribution function with
MMD/SMD51.2 due to Simmons,20 similar to past ob-
servations of a variety of primary and secondary break
processes, see Refs. 13–17; this behavior is helpful
cause the complete drop size distribution is then fu
specified by a single parameter, e.g., by the SMD. C
responding drop velocities after turbulent prima
breakup were essentially independent of drop size,
they satisfied the uniform distribution function.
~4! The mass-averaged streamwise velocities of drops a
turbulent primary breakup were comparable to me































































1157Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998 Dai, Chou, and Faethaveraged velocity fluctuations and mean cross-stre
velocities of drops after turbulent primary breakup we
comparable to velocity fluctuations in the wall jet.
~5! Drop sizes at the onset of turbulent primary break
along the liquid surface could be correlated by equat
the surface energy required to form a drop to the kine
energy of an eddy of corresponding size within the in
tial range of the turbulence spectrum. Onset of turbul
primary breakup could also be controlled by the small
~Kolmogorov! and largest turbulence scales in the liqu
but such conditions were not observed during the pres
investigation.
~6! The position of the onset of turbulent primary break
along the liquid surface could be correlated by consid
ing the distance convected at the mean velocity of
wall jet for the residence time needed to initiate Rayle
breakup of the ligaments protruding from the liquid su
face that are associated with the formation of drops
similar size at the onset of breakup.
~7! Drop sizes after turbulent primary breakup progressiv
increased with increasing distance along the liquid s
face. The variation of drop sizes with distance was v
tually the same as at the onset of turbulent prim
breakup and could be explained by associating the S
with the largest drops that had sufficient residence ti
in the flow to be formed at a particular location due
Rayleigh breakup of protruding ligaments of simil
size.
~8! The general behavior of turbulent primary breakup o
served during the present study of turbulent wall jets w
similar to earlier observations of turbulent prima
breakup in round free jets, see Refs. 15–17, except
obvious differences due to different turbulence prop
ties. In both cases, consideration of conditions where
fects of liquid viscosities are more important, where t
onset of drop breakup approaches the smallest~Kolmog-
orov! and largest scales of the liquid phase turbulen
where drop sizes due to breakup approach the wal
height and where aerodynamic effects become imp
tant, clearly merit more attention.
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